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Choosing Meaningful 
Brand Words

VERMILLIONCREATIVEAGENCY.COM

BRAND VISION

Finding words that help identify your brand values, inspire and motivate 

you & create a clear vision that makes you stand out.

Why does this matter?

By making intentional design choices it'll help you create a connection between you, your By making intentional design choices it'll help you create a connection between you, your 

business, and your customer. It's about standing out. Making it easy for people to pick you. 

Being different- being confident about what makes you unique and authentically and cohesive-

ly communicating that. Remember; People buy from people. 

Choosing the right words for your brand.

Ask yourself these questions:

  • What do you want to be known for?

    • What makes you different?

  • What would you want your clients to say about you?

To help you answer these questions download the worksheet and wordlist 

and try to narrow your brand vision down to 5-10 words.

LESSON OBJECTIVE:     Define the vision for your brand in 5-10 words
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BRAND VISION

What do you want to be known for?

What makes you different?

What would you want your clients say about you?

Words that inspire you...
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BRAND WORDS

Active

Adorable

Adventurous

Ambitious

Artistic

Athletic

BoldBold

Calm

Caring

Casual

Charming

Cheerful

Chic

ClassicClassic

Clever

Collaborative

Comfortable

Confident

Conservative

Contemporary

ConvenientConvenient

Cool

Cooperative

Courageous

Creative

Custom

Cutting Edge

Daring

Dazzling

Debonair

Delicate

Delightful

Detailed

DeterminedDetermined

Direct

Dramatic

Dynamic

Eager

Earthy

Eccentric

EfficientEfficient

Elegant

Enchanting

Endearing

Energetic

Ethereal

Exciting

ExuberantExuberant

Fabulous

Familiar

Fashionable

Festive

Fierce

Flirty

Formal

Frank

Fresh

Friendly

Fun

Functional

FunnyFunny

Futuristic

Generous

Gentle

Glamorous

Graceful

Hip

HilariousHilarious

Historic

Impactful

Industrial

Informal

Innovative

Inspiring

IntenseIntense

Intentional

Inviting

Irreverent

Jolly

Joyous

Low Maintenance

Lively

Lush

Majestic

Mature

Modern

Natural

NiftyNifty

Noisy

No-nonsense

Nostalgic

Organic

Plain

Playful

PluckyPlucky

Powerful

Professional

Proud

Quaint

Quirky

Radiant

RRebellious

Reflective

Relaxing

Reliable

Retro

Revolutionary

Romantic

Scholarly

Secure

Sensitive

Serious

Silly

Sincere

SleekSleek

Smart

Soothing

Sophisticated

Stable

Stimulating

Striking

SStrong

Stunning

Sustainable

Swanky

Timeless

Tranquil

Trustworthy

UnconventionalUnconventional

Urban

Vintage

Whimsical

Wild

Witty

Youthful



Describe Your Business 
& Target Audience

VERMILLIONCREATIVEAGENCY.COM

BUSINESS CLARITY

Below are questions about you, your business, and your target audience. This will help you 

create branding that will speak to your audience and accurately reflect your business.

It is easy to get so excited about your box idea that you have a hard time explaining its purpose 

to others- and even worse-missing the mark with your target audience. The following questions 

are to help you get practice clearly describing your idea by sticking to the 5-Second Rule.

Help your potential customers know exactly what you do within 3-5 seconds.

Ask yourself these questions:

    • What is your box idea?

  • Is there a similar box in your space and if so what is the differentiator?

  • What is the problem or pain point your box solves?

  • What are some words that describe the vibe you want your brand to convey? 

  • Who is your target audience?

  • Describe their age, sex, income, occupation, education, lifestyle, and purchasing habits.

To help you answer these questions download the worksheet and 

& streamline your concept into a 5-Second brand statement!& streamline your concept into a 5-Second brand statement!

LESSON OBJECTIVE:     Clearly describe your business + your niche
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BUSINESS CLARITY

What is your box idea?

Is there a similar box in your space and if so what is the differentiator?

What is the problem or pain point your box solves?

What are some words that describe the vibe you want your brand to convey? 

Who is your target audience? Describe their age, sex, income, occupation, education, lifestyle, 

and purchasing habits.
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SAMPLES

Once my clients complete their questionnaire I have each one pull together a pinterest board 

with images, designs & colors that speak to their vision for their brand. Here are a few 

direction boards from past clients + their brand words.

Beauty | Soul-care | Inspirational | Luscious | Therapeutic Chic | Upscale | Confident | Self-love 

Cheerful | Energetic | Fresh | Reliable | Youthful Elegant | Luxury | High End | Cute | Impactful
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MOOD BOARD

Once you complete the questionnaire pull together a pinterest board with images, designs & 

colors that speak to the vision for your brand. Here are a few pinterest boards to pin ideas from 

as well as a free canva template to create your own mood board.

After you have a clear direction you will be able to create a logo that is effective at reaching 

your niche & feels unique. Use the mood board to help create the consistancy of your brand 

with a color palette, font syles and a pattern!

I can’t wait to see what you create! Please share your work and tag me @vermillion_creative

Pin at least 2-3 items from each of these 
boards to get started:

Branding: https://www.pinterest.com/vermillions/branding/

Logo Designs: https://www.pinterest.com/vermillions/logo-designs/

Colors: https://www.pinterest.com/vermillions/color-palette/

Fonts: https://www.pinterest.com/vermillions/typography/

Patterns: https://www.pinterest.com/vermillions/patterns/

Use this template to pull your Use this template to pull your 
mood board together

https://www.canva.com/design/DADW2O47c7I/d1BIIwsmdWjdLraNZIl-

snw/view?utm_content=DADW2O47c7I&utm_campaign=designshare&u

tm_medium=link&utm_source=sharebutton&mode=preview




